FY2020 CALL FOR TRAINING
LOB/OFFICE POINT OF CONTACT LIST

ATO – Valerie Overby, Russell Crouthamel
AVS – Anne Barrington, Rosalynn Rayford, Janet Vaughn
ASH – Kristina Conterez, LC Adams
AFN – Mary Dickerson, Kenneth Graves, Holly Beavers
ANG – Kenneth Sessions, Evan Setzer
AHR – Veronica Lucas
AOA/ADA – Deidre Burley-Ballard
AGC – Karen Staten
AGI – Stephanie Bass
APL – Asuncion Hill, Eileen Reeder
ACR – Marce Garrett
ARP – Kimberly Avery
AST – Christina Vernon

All FLLI Call for Training Forms will be populated and delivered to appropriate Office/LOB Points of Contact, for consolidation and delivery to FLLI.

Consolidated Call for Training numbers must be delivered to FLLI no later than May 16, 2019.